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ABSTRACT: We investigated the coherent variability between precipitation variations in NW
China and the sea-surface temperatures of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, using both instrumental
data and tree-ring-based precipitation reconstructions. Major coherent hydroclimatic variations in
NW China were identified based on the first 2 leading singular value decomposition modes. The
modes include the ‘southern Xinjiang’ pattern, the ‘coherent NW–SE’ pattern with positive or
negative loadings over both the northwestern and southeastern parts and the ‘NW–SE dipole’ pattern, with inverse correlation patterns between them. The southerly winds near the western
boundary of NW China and Lake Balkhash during the early stage of the Indian summer monsoon
influence the hydroclimate variability in western NW China (Xinjiang area). The East Asian summer monsoon variability is related to the hydroclimate of eastern NW China, which is modulated
by the El Niño Southern Oscillation, geopotential heights in northeastern Asia and over the Philippine Sea, as well as the western Subtropical Pacific High. The strength of the geopotential height
in northeastern Asia may be related to the ‘coherent NW–SE’ pattern, while the inverse relationships between the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and Indian summer monsoon and westerlies may
account for the ‘NW–SE dipole’.
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The short for which instrumental climate records
exist and the sparse distribution of recording stations across populous East Asia limit our ability to
place recent climate events into the larger context
of climate change, challenging our efforts to understand and predict climate change (Böhner 2006,
Cook et al. 2010). Tree-ring data have been used in
response to this problem, by extending climate

records back for centuries to millennia for vast
regions of East Asia (Zhang et al. 2003, Liu et al.
2004, Shao et al. 2005, Liang et al. 2006, Gou et al.
2007, Fang et al. 2009) and have been used to reconstruct the leading climate modes for large areas
(Fang et al. 2010). The establishment of numerous
drought-sensitive tree-ring chronologies and the
development of the so-called ‘point-by-point’ regression method make comprehensive climate field
reconstructions possible (Cook et al. 2010). Such
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reconstructed drought atlases would be invaluable
2. DATA AND METHODS
for mirroring future climate change and understanding regional drought regimes.
2.1. Study region
A number of studies have noted divergent patterns
of drought variability in the western and eastern porFig. 1 shows the locations of 26 meteorological stations of NW China (Shi et al. 2007, Chen et al. 2008,
tions in NW China, as well as the prevailing winds for
Fang et al. 2010); these may be a consequence of
the summer half-year (April–September) at 850 hPa
changes in the drought regimes in the 2 areas. Previ(averaged from 1871 to 2008). It appears that the preous studies have revealed the influence of both westvailing winds in NW China are propagated from the
erlies and the Asian summer monsoon on the hydronorthwestern border (northern Xinjiang), probably
climate in NW China (Chen et al. 2008). Wang & Ho
westerlies, and from the southeastern and southwest(2002) divided Asian summer monsoon systems into
ern (southern Xinjiang) areas by the Asian summer
the tropical monsoons of the Indian summer monsoon
monsoon. However, the southwestern wind flux
(ISM) and western North Pacific summer monsoon
weakens sharply near the border of NW China
(WNPSM) and the subtropical East Asian summer
(Fig. 1) when it reaches the high ranges of, for exammonsoon (EASM). Asian monsoon systems have
ple, the Kunlun Mountains (Yu et al. 2003). The prebeen shown to be modulated by various factors, incipitation patterns in NW China agree well with the
cluding heating of the troposphere by the Tibetan
distribution of wind fields, with relatively humid conPlateau (Böhner 2006), thermal gradients between
ditions (>~200 mm yr–1) in the northwestern and
southeastern portions of NW China and particularly
the Eurasian continent and tropical oceans (Kumar et
dry conditions (< 60 mm yr–1) in the middle of NW
al. 1999, Duan et al. 2006), Indian and Pacific sea-surChina (Yu et al. 2003). According to instrumental
face temperatures (SSTs) and the shift of prevailing
records of the 26 stations in NW China, the peak
winds (Webster et al. 1998). Until recently, most atmonthly precipitation in western NW China (Xintention has been paid to the relationships between
jiang) occurs in July, followed by June and May, and
Asian monsoons and SSTs (Webster et al. 1998).
the peak monthly precipitation in eastern NW China
In order to investigate the covariability between
occurs in August, followed by July. That is, the peak
droughts and SST over a long time period, we emseasonal precipitation in Xinjiang is from May to July,
ployed instrumental data and tree-ring-based precipiwhile the peak seasonal precipitation in eastern NW
tation reconstructions of 26 stations in NW China that
China is from July to August. This is consistent with
were derived from a 160 station dataset covering
previous studies showing that precipitation peaks
mainland China for the period 1951–2008 (courtesy of
earlier in Xinjiang than in eastern NW China (Qian &
the National Climate Center at Beijing, http://ncc.
cma.gov.cn/cn/) (Fang et al. 2011). Our
study region in NW China (35 to 50° N,
73 to 110° E) is characterized by an
arid, continental climate, and water
availability plays a significant role in
the population’s daily life. The network
of tree-ring chronologies for NW China
and vicinity (e.g. Mongolia) is denser
and has been established longer than
in other regions of China, which guarantees the reliability of tree-ring-based
reconstructions for this region. The
purpose of the present study was to determine which factors drive the climate
in NW China, by exploring its coherent
variability with SST using the singular
value decomposition (SVD) method
(Bretherton et al. 1992), as well as the
Fig. 1. Locations of the precipitation stations in northwestern China. Vector
linkages between the dominant SVD
winds are also shown for the summer half-year (April–September) at 850 hPa
modes and the geopotential height
(derived from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis [V2] averaged for the period
from 1871 to 2008)
and wind fields in East Asia.
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Qin 2007). In order to highlight this difference in the
seasonal distributions of monthly precipitation, we
excluded January, February, November and December in calculations of the seasonal precipitation for
the first (March to June) and second (July to October)
half-years, as these months experience limited precipitation. As indicated in Fig. 2, more precipitation
occurred in the first half of the year (March to June)
in Xinjiang, while more precipitation was seen in the
second half of the year (July to October) in eastern
NW China. An even higher percentage of precipita-
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tion in the first half of the year was observed in the
dry southwestern area of NW China, as indicated by
the ratio between precipitation in the first and second
half-years (Fig. 2c).

2.2. Tree-ring-based precipitation reconstruction

Tree-ring data from 132 chronologies were collected from old-growth coniferous forests in the unevenly distributed mountainous areas in NW China
where relatively abundant precipitation is available (Fang et al. 2011).
The climate data targeted for reconstruction were the seasonal precipitation amounts at 26 stations in NW
China, averaged from January to
October, excluding the precipitation
in the months November and December. This is because the mean monthly temperatures at the 26 stations
are below or near the freezing point
in November and December, which
should prohibit cambial activity
(Rossi et al. 2006). Reconstructions
were performed using the point-bypoint method to locate the tree-ring
chronologies near a target precipitation station that would serve as candidate predictors; these were subsequently screened using correlations
between climate and tree rings to
exclude chronologies insensitive to
precipitation values (Fang et al.
2011). The retained tree-ring predictors were processed by principal
component analysis (PCA) to generate orthogonal eigenvectors. The
orthogonal tree-ring eigenvectors >1
were entered into the regression
model. In order to facilitate evaluation of the severity of the most recent
drought, instrumental data that were
not used for the calibration of tree
rings were added to reconstructions
after matching the mean and variance of the reconstructions and
instrumental data during their overlapping period (Fang et al. 2011).
Fig. 2. Contour maps of the total seasonal precipitation (mm) in (a) MAMJ
The overlapping period for all re(March–June) and (b) JASO (July–October) in NW China, calculated from
constructions was from 1802 to 1990,
the 26 meteorological stations used in the present study (see Fig. 1) for the
and the longest series was for the
period since 1951. (c) The ratio between the precipitation in the 2 periods
Hetian station from 1711 to 2008.
(MAMJ/JASO)
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2.3. SST, geopotential height and wind data
We correlated the actual and reconstructed moisture changes over China with a recent version of the
extended reconstruction sea-surface temperature
(ERSST V3b) (Smith et al. 2008). This gridded dataset
spans the period from 1854 to the present, with a 2° ×
2° resolution. The authors determined the SST values
for the Indian and Pacific Oceans (20° S to 60° N;
40° E to 90° W), which cover much of the area affected by the Asian summer monsoon. One needs to
keep in mind, however, that the signal strength of
this dataset was dampened prior to 1880 due to the
limited availability of data (Smith et al. 2008). In addition, we correlated the coherent patterns of moisture
reconstruction and SST with the geopotential height
and zonal (u) and merdional (v) winds at 850 hPa in
East Asia (10–60° N; 50–140° E) in order to better
understand the related patterns of atmospheric circulation. The geopotential height and wind data were
extracted from the NCEP-NCAR Twentieth Century
Reanalysis (V2), and covered a time span from January 1871 to December 2008 (Compo et al. 2006).

2.4. Singular value decomposition

still needs to keep in mind that, in particular cases,
SVD may produce modes without physical meaning
(Yang & Lau 2004). Therefore, we investigated the
potential link between SVD modes and the relevant
atmospheric circulation patterns to test whether the
modes were physically interpretable. In addition, the
SVD modes were compared with previously identified moisture patterns in NW China (Shi et al. 2007,
Fang et al. 2010).

3. RESULTS
The first 2 leading SVD modes explained 63.0, 61.3
and 76.2% of the precipitation–SST covariance for
the reconstructed periods of 1854–1900 and 1901–
1950 and the instrumental period after 1951 (Table 1);
these modes were retained in the following analyses
because of their considerable cumulative variances.
The explained variances of the 2 leading SVD modes
during the reconstruction periods were lower than
those seen during the instrumental period, possibly
due to the loss of variance in the proxy-based reconstructions. Precipitation data were significantly and
positively correlated (r0.01 = 0.44) with the associated
SST variability for each pair of SVD modes (Table 1),
suggesting stable links between them. Their relationships, however, are better illustrated through the heterogeneous correlation maps, which describe the correlation between the variability of each grid and the
leading SVD mode of the other field (Bretherton et al.
1992), as shown in Figs. 3, 4 & 5 for the reconstruction
periods 1854–1900 and 1901–1950 and the instrumentation period since 1951.
As shown in Fig. 3c, high correlations were seen
over the southwestern part of NW China (southern
Xinjiang), which we termed the ‘southern Xinjiang’
pattern, corresponding to high correlations with the
SST in the Arabian Sea (Fig. 3d). As shown in Figs. 3a
& 5a, negative correlations were found over north-

SVD is an efficient method for identifying coupled
modes between 2 fields because it is easy to implement and yields readably interpretable results
(Bretherton et al. 1992). This method is widely used
in climatological studies (Bretherton et al. 1992, Lau
& Weng 2001, Yang & Lau 2004). The singular values
identified in the cross-covariance matrix between 2
fields are distributed according to their importance
(i.e. the portion of variance explained), whereby only
important singular values are included to generate
a set of reduced dimension (Bretherton et al. 1992).
The correlations are calculated between time series
of the 2 transformed fields for each mode, and inhomogeneous correlations are used to
evaluate the influence of one mode over
Table 1. Percentage variance and cumulative variance of the precipitathe other. In the present study, we used
tion–sea-surface temperature covarying patterns explained by the 2 leadthis method to decompose the covariance
ing singular value decomposition (SVD) modes during the periods 1854–
matrix between the moisture variability
1900, 1901–1950 and after 1951, as well as correlations between the time
in NW China (the observational and reseries of the associated leading SVD modes
constructed precipitation dataset) and
the SSTs in the Pacific and Indian
1854–1900
1901–1950
1951–2008
Oceans. The SVD analyses were impleSVD1 SVD2
SVD1 SVD2
SVD1 SVD2
mented during 3 overlapping periods of
Percentage variance 0.336 0.294
0.396 0.217
0.441 0.321
moisture variables and SST, i.e. 1854–
Cumulative variance
0.630
0.613
0.762
1900, 1901–1950 and 1951–2008, periods
Correlation
0.449 0.678
0.472 0.447
0.624 0.500
with nearly equal lengths of ~50 yr. One
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Fig. 3. Heterogeneous correlation maps of the first 2 leading singular value decomposition (SVD) modes (a,b) SVD1 and (c,d) SVD2 of (a,c) precipitation in NW
China and (b,d) the sea-surface temperatures (SST) of the Indian and Pacific
Oceans over the reconstruction period 1854 –1900. Insignificant correlations
(0.1 level) were masked out

Fig. 4. Heterogeneous correlation maps as for Fig. 3, but for the instrumental
period 1901–1950

western (northern Xinjiang) and southeastern NW
China, termed the ‘coherent NW–SE’ pattern. A
‘NW–SE dipole’ pattern can be seen in Fig. 5c, with
positive correlations over the northwestern area and
negative correlations over southeastern NW China.
This ‘NW–SE dipole’ corresponds to positive correlations over the eastern and central tropical Pacific,
with a horseshoe-like negative correlation band surrounding the dipole (Figs. 4b & 5d)—typical patterns
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for the warm phases of both the El
Niño– Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
(Mantua et al. 1997). In Fig. 4, the patterns in Panels c and d show some
similarity with those in Panels a and b,
except for the absence of a divergent
pattern in the southeastern area and
an eastward shift in the horseshoelike SST correlation pattern. It appears the Pacific Ocean (ENSO-like
SST patterns) was closely linked to
the hydroclimate in NW China during
the period 1901–1950, and the Indian
Ocean may have played a more important role after 1951, as evidenced
by more significant correlations with
SST in the Indian Ocean. Positive correlations between the leading SVD
time series, with geopotential height
at 850 hPa in subtropical regions and
negative correlations at mid-latitudes,
were found during the warm phases
of both the ENSO and PDO for the
period 1901–1950 (Fig. 6). Negative
correlations in northeastern Asia
were observed between the time
series of the leading SVD modes
during dry conditions in the period
after 1951, with geopotential height
at 850 hPa, (Fig. 7). Correlations
between the leading SVD modes during the instrumentation period and
the wind field at 850 hPa indicate the
existence of a cyclic pattern over
northeastern Asia and intensified
westward and southward winds near
the western boundary of NW China
(Fig. 8), corresponding to the coherent precipitation–SST variability observed during the instrumental period
(Fig. 5).

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. ISM and NW droughts
Persistent linkages were found between wet conditions in western NW China (Xinjiang) with warm
SST in the northern Indian Ocean, which correspond
to above-normal geopotential height at 850 hPa over
the Indian and western Pacific Oceans (Fig. 7c,d).
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Fig. 5. Heterogeneous correlation maps as for Fig. 3, but for the instrumental
period 1951–2008

Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 8d,
intensified southward winds near
Lake Balkhash correspond to wet conditions in western NW China (Fig. 5c).
It appears the ISM influenced moisture variability in western NW China,
which is in agreement with previous
studies (Li et al. 2010). The mean
wind vector map shown in Fig. 1 also
illustrates that southward winds
reach the southern boundary of NW
China. The water vapor propagated
by the ISM may be able to reach NW
China from the moisture flux near
Balkhash (Fig. 8). The intensified ISM
may also impact the NW China pattern by transporting water vapor further north and then joining the westerlies (see below) to impact the

Fig. 6. Heterogeneous correlation maps of the first 2 leading singular value decomposition (SVD) modes (a,b) SVD1 and (c,d)
SVD2 of (a,c) precipitation and (b,d) the sea-surface temperatures (SST) at 850 hPa geopotential height for East Asia. The 850 hPa
geopotential height data were derived from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis (V2) Correlations were calculated during
the reconstruction period 1901–1950. Insignificant correlations (0.1 level) were masked out
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Fig. 7. Heterogeneous correlation maps as for Fig. 6, but for the instrumental period 1951–2008

hydroclimate in northern Xinjiang. This is consistent
with the previous division of the regions influenced
by the Asian monsoon (Ramage 1971). An earlier
study found that the tropical Somali Jet was able to
reach Xinjiang via the western boundary of the
Tibetan plateau and that the Indian Ocean was an
important moisture source for Xinjiang (Yang &
Zhang 2007). It is worth noting that some studies
found that the ISM has limited prospects for transporting water vapor from the Indian Ocean into Xinjiang by way of the eastern boundary of the Tibetan
Plateau and across the Tibetan Plateau (Tian et al.
2001, Chen et al. 2008). There are also previous
results demonstrating that the ISM is capable of impacting the moisture variability in NW China via the
topographic channels along the northern borders of
the Tibetan Plateau (Yu et al. 2003). The characteristics of the drought regime over Xinjiang remain
uncertain, and further modeling studies are required.
The earliest onset of the Asian monsoon is seen
over the Indochina peninsula or the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean in late April or May; subsequently,

the monsoon extends to the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea till late May. The entire Indian subcontinent
is under the influence of the ISM by the middle of
July, in its late stage (Wang & Ho 2002, Ding 2004).
The hydroclimatic variations for the precipitation
reconstruction season from January to October appear closely related to the variations in the early
stage of the ISM. The southern branches of westerlies are strong during the early stage of the ISM (Böhner 2006). The influences of the early stage of the
ISM on western NW China agree well with the seasonal distribution of precipitation in Xinjiang (Fig. 2),
with a higher ratio of precipitation in May and June,
relative to eastern NW China, and with a smaller portion of precipitation in spring and early summer.
More attention needs to be paid to the early stage
of the ISM when considering moisture variability in
the western part of NW China (Xinjiang). There may
be differences in the variability of the early stage of
the ISM.
Weakened (intensified) ISMs tend to be found during El Niño (La Niña) events, when the subsidence of
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Fig. 8. Heterogeneous correlation maps of the first 2 leading singular value decomposition (SVD) modes (a,b) SVD1 and (c,d)
SVD2 of (a,c) precipitation and zonal (u) winds and (b,d) the sea-surface temperatures (SST) and meridional (v) winds at 850 hPa
(derived from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis [V2]). Insignificant correlations (0.1 level) were masked out

the Walker circulation suppresses the convective
wind over the Indian region (Kumar et al. 1999). It is
reasonable that dry (wet) conditions in western NW
China correspond to El Niño (La Niña) events and
the associated weakened ISM (Fig. 3a,b). However,
wet (dry) conditions in western NW China are also
found during El Niño (La Niña) events for both reconstructed and observation periods (Figs. 4a,b & 5c,d),
which may be an indicator of the unstable inverse
ISM–ENSO relationship (Kumar et al. 1999, Feng &
Hu 2004, Singhrattna et al. 2005). Potential reasons
include the southeastward shift of the Walker circulation or the strengthened ISM that is beyond the
influence of the ENSO (Kumar et al. 1999). Another
potential reason is that the variability in the early
stage of the ISM influencing NW China is not so
closely related to the ENSO. The ISM may have
become more influential regarding the moisture variability in western NW China since 1951, as indicated
by increased correlations with Indian SST (Fig. 5d)
and the ISM trough (Fig. 7c,d).

4.2. EASM and ENSO
The shift of the rising limb and the subsidence part
are key reasons accounting for the ENSO–Asian summer monsoon linkages (Kumar et al. 1999, Singhrattna et al. 2005). In years with abnormally high SSTs
over the eastern and central equatorial Pacific, the descending limb of the Walker circulation could suppress the convective activity over the Philippine Sea,
resulting in a weakened EASM (Zhang et al. 1999,
Wang et al. 2001, Yang & Lau 2004, Lu 2005, Singhrattna et al. 2005). The strength of the EASM is related to
moisture variations in the eastern part of NW China
(Li & Zeng 2002). Although the relationships between
the ENSO and droughts in western NW China are
variable, as indicated above, the inverse relationships
between the ENSO and droughts in eastern NW
China appear relatively stable (Figs. 3a,b, 4a,b &
5c,d), consistent with previous investigations indicating a more stable ENSO–EASM relationship (Feng &
Hu 2004). The subsidence over the Philippine Sea dur-
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ing the mature phase of the ENSO is associated with
an anticyclone that tends to delay the shift of western
Pacific High to its northern and western boundary in
late summer, leading to a weakened EASM (Zhang et
al. 1999, Yang & Lau 2004, Lu 2005, Li et al. 2008). As
shown in Fig. 7a,b, the weakened Subtropical Pacific
High coincides with the drying trend in the eastern
NW China.
A strengthened anticyclone in northeastern Asia
occurs with abnormal southward or southeastward
winds from the west, which transport more water
vapor into northern China, possibly reaching the
eastern part of NW China. As shown in Fig. 7a,b, low
pressures over northeastern Asia correspond to dry
conditions over eastern NW China (Fig. 5a). Accordingly, a cyclonic pattern correlates with wind fields
over the Sea of Japan (Fig. 8a,b). In addition, an anticyclone (cyclone) is an indicator of a strong (weak)
ISM and thus wet (dry) conditions in western NW
China (Wang et al. 2001). Therefore, the existence of
the cyclone pattern may be one factor accounting for
the ‘coherent NW-SE’ (Fig. 5a).

4.3. Westerlies and droughts in NW China
Westerlies prevail over the western and northern
parts of NW China (Fig. 1) and are associated with
pressure gradients between the Aleutian Low and
Subtropical High (Böhner 2006). A wetting tendency
is seen for western NW China (Fig. 5c) in periods
with an above-normal western Subtropical Pacific
High and below-normal Aleutian Low (Figs. 6a,b &
7c,d), corresponding to strengthened westerlies during a positive phase of the PDO (Mantua et al. 1997).
The PDO can modify the strength of the Siberian
High pressure cell in winter, with a positive (negative) PDO related to the weakened (intensified)
strength of the EASM (Li et al. 2004). In accordance
with increased pressure gradients, intensified westward winds are seen near Lake Balkhash, which transport water vapors into western NW China (Fig. 8c).
The NW-SE dipole pattern may result from the inverse relationships between PDO–westerly associations and the PDO–EASM linkages, which determines the drought regimes of the northwestern and
southeastern parts of NW China, respectively. Similarly, previous studies also documented that the wetting (drying) trend in western NW China and the
drying (wetting) tendency in the eastern part are
associated with the warm (cold) phase of the ENSO
(Zhang et al. 1999, Yang & Lau 2004, Lu 2005, Li et al.
2010), which is consistent with SST correlations in
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the tropical Pacific (Figs. 4c & 5d). This suggests that
the ‘NW-SE dipole’ may be more significant during the
warm and cold phases of both the ENSO and PDO.
The strength of westerlies is linked to the summer
Mongolian Low. The wind vector field, shown in
Fig. 1, indicates the existence of a cyclone-like pattern over Mongolia in the summer. That is, lower
(higher) geopotential height over Mongolia is often
associated with deeper-than-normal (less intense)
westerlies (Figs. 7c,d & 8c,d), leading to wetter
(dryer) conditions in western China (Fig. 5c). The
westward wind near the southern boundary of the
Mongolia Low in summer joins these westerlies and
thus strengthens the westward wind that impacts
NW China.
An observed drying trend in eastern NW China
since the late 1970s may have resulted from decay of
the EASM (Wang et al. 2001, Li & Zeng 2002, Shi et
al. 2007, Fang et al. 2010). For the western part of
NW China, the increasing influence of the ISM, as
indicated above, and intensified westerlies may have
been related to the wetting trend observed since the
1980s (Li & Wang 2003, Shi et al. 2007, Fang et al.
2010). Meanwhile, the strength of the early stage
ISM that impacts the precipitation in Xinjiang may
have increased. The increase in precipitation over
western NW China may also be related to the potentially intensified evaporation caused by warminginduced snowmelt and the enlarged artificial oasis.
Future studies aimed at quantifying the contributions
of intensified human activities, such as irrigation,
would be helpful in clarifying the influence of atmospheric circulations on moisture variability in NW
China. We also stress the need for future studies that
are based on more reliable reconstructions, with
more tree-ring predictors available.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Using the SVD methodology, tree-ring based precipitation reconstructions were employed to explore
the coherent variability between the hydroclimate in
NW China and the SST in the Indian and Pacific
Oceans for the periods of 1854–1900, 1900–1950 and
1951–2008. Distinct patterns were identified through
heterogeneous correlation maps of the first 2 leading
SVD modes of precipitation variability in NW China,
namely, the ‘southern Xinjiang’ pattern, the ‘coherent NW-SE’ pattern and the ‘NW-SE dipole’ pattern.
Correlations between the first 2 leading SVD modes
and geopotential height and the wind fields were
calculated to investigate the link to atmospheric cir-
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culations. The early-stage ISM plays an influential
role on drought variations in western NW China via
the southward wind near Lake Balkhash, which may
be responsible for the ‘southern Xinjiang’ pattern.
The strength of the EASM, which impacts the hydroclimatic variations in eastern NW China, is modulated by the ENSO, by geopotential heights over the
Philippine Sea and northeastern Asia, and by the
western Subtropical Pacific High. The cyclonic pattern over northeastern Asia results in decay of the
ISM and dry conditions in eastern NW China, which
may be responsible for the ‘coherent NW-SE’ pattern.
The pressure gradient between the subtropical
region and the Aleutian Low is an indicator of the
intensity of westerlies. The inverse relationships between the PDO with westerlies and the EASM may
account for the ‘NW-SE dipole’. During the reconstruction period, the increasing influence of the ISM
on western NW China and the strengthened westerlies may be factors influencing the wetting trend that
has been observed since the 1980s. Decay in the
EASM may be responsible for the drying tendency in
recent decades in the eastern NW China.
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